CAP ‘N DAN
Daniel Cole is an accomplished entertainer whose specialty is the combination of
wholesome comedy, juggling (with some very unusual objects), magic and creative concepts.
A natural comedian, he is the type guy who will make you laugh even when he’s not
trying. His juggling act developed while performing for family audiences at fairs, festivals and
schools where he learned to work squeaky-clean. He still does work clean, even in smoky
comedy clubs.
He is a dual citizen of Canada and the USA and is currently based in Toronto.
His earlier work included stints with Toronto’s Second City and as a regularly featured
performer in A Little Night Magic, the Magic-Comedy Cabaret which was a vital part of
Toronto’s live theatre scene for over ten years.
In Canada, he appears frequently on TV shows and has been repeatedly engaged by the
Ontario Science Centre, Canadian National Exhibition and is a regular presenter at the
Gemini Awards.
A Gemini nominated documentary, Yellow Brick Roads, about Dan Cole’s unusual
career, has been televised in 38 different countries.
The Corporate community has found Dan Cole’s creative talents beneficial in a variety of
ways. As companies need to be certain that shows they present reflect a high standard of quality
they use Dan to both entertain and deliver their concepts in a striking manner. His satisfied
corporate clients number in the hundreds.
Internationally, Cole works comedy clubs on both sides of the border. He has done
extensive touring on behalf of the United Nations and the Canadian Armed Forces in
Germany, Cypress, Israel, Haiti, Egypt and even the North Pole: yes, at Christmas! He has also
delighted cruise ship audiences around Alaska’s Inside Passage and on both the Mediterranean
and Caribbean Seas.
Dan Cole’s promotional video’s, client list and references are available upon request.
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